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Objective}

i o relieve stress:

(a) of families or persons responsible for the care of disabled
persons suffering from paraplegia, tetraplegia, multiple
sclerosis or other chronic or disabling illness

(b) exceptionally, in suitable circumstances, of such disabled
persons living alone

To avoid admission to hospital or residential care of such
disabled persons should a breakdown or other failure occur
in the household

To supplement and complement, not to replace, existing
statutory services and to work closely with them

To strive to maintain a high standard of care
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Introduction

Everyone has heard of Crossroads, the ATV television serial about
a family which runs a Birmingham motel. The real life saga of
the creation of an entirely new caring service, which goes by the
name of Crossroads, is perhaps not so well known outside the
world of nursing and social work. But Crossroads Care Attendant
Schemes, undreamed of at the beginning of the 1970's, are becoming
more and more familiar, having spread from one pioneer project in
Rugby, Warwickshire, to more than twenty different places in
Britain. The term "Crossroads" has become a by-word for a special
kind of care and its influence extends well beyond newly created
Schemes which have adopted the name. It is both a blueprint
for a practical solution to a particular problem, and a philosophy.



CDhcit cloc> Cro^rocid}
mean?

Unlikely as it may seem, the television serial and the caring service are
connected. Briefly, it involved a storyline being written into the
Crossroads programme which was based on a young physically
disabled man being cared for, at home, by his mother. As with so
many relatives and carers in this situation, the right type of help was
not available at the right time. A way of coping with the problem was
written into the series and later, with a donation of £10,000 from
ATV., an adaptation of this fictional idea was translated into a real
life Scheme in Rugby, to provide help for those who cared for
disabled people in their own homes. Six years after that first Scheme
was established, the Crossroads original concept remains, in essence,
the same. It provides help for those who care for disabled people in
their own homes. The carers are mostly relatives — parents of
disabled children, mothers of disabled sons, sons of disabled mothers,
or perhaps a whole family looking after a disabled relative; husbands
looking after wives, wives looking after husbands. It goes without
saying that sometimes the arrangements for looking after a severely
disabled person are arduous and stressful for the carer, and the
central aim of Crossroads Schemes is to prevent a breakdown in the
caring arrangements which may mean that a disabled person has to
leave home for an institution. The Care Attendant is a prop, taking
over the duties of the relatives.



CDhy do cog need

Cro^rocid^ ?

The general public and statutory authorities are naturally suspicious
of new services and are not always convinced that we need those we
already have. So what is the justification for the introduction of a
Crossroads Scheme? You may think that with community nurses,
health visitors, social workers, occupational therapists, home helps,
meals-on-wheels and so on, there should not be any gaps left in the
services provided for the physically handicapped living at home.
But there can be gaps — gaps which none of the existing services are
able to bridge.

Without in any way duplicating the help they provide, a properly
trained, reliable care attendant can be the crucial factor in determining
whether or not a physically disabled person is able to go on living in
his or her own home. Two features of the Crossroads Care Attendant

make them unique. Firstly, they work very flexible hours — they can
provide help exactly when it is needed, whether early in the morning
or late at night, or — in some cases — overnight. Secondly, they copy
as closely as possible the routine of caring given by the relative they
temporarily replace.

Here are some examples:-

(a) Mr. A: is a middle aged man with a wife and two children.
His wife has multiple sclerosis. Before Crossroads help,
Mr. A. had to get up very early in order to see to the
children — breakfast, getting to school, clean clothes. He
then had to wash his wife, attend to her needs and get her up
before going to work himself. At lunch times he had to
come home from work, in order to help his wife with her
toilet procedure. He was beginning to think that he would

have to give up his job in order to stay at home full time
to look after his wife and children. Since Crossroads, help
a few times a week has made all the difference to the whole

family. A Care Attendant goes in early in the morning so
that all Mr. A. has to do is get himself ready for work and
have a proper lunch break. Mrs. A. and the children have

a welcome visit from somebody who can share their
problem in a practical way and help keep the family
together.



(b) Miss B: is a single lady, in her late fifties. She has a very
responsible, demanding job, and her mother had a stroke
and was admitted to hospital. When her mother was well
enough to come home, Miss B. tried all the statutory
services and voluntary agencies, but could not get the
reliable help, at the set times, she required. Crossroads
can guarantee her a few hours help a week, at important
times to Miss B., so that she feels her problem is shared,
she can continue her career, and her mother has the peace
of mind that she is not hindering her daughter, nor
imposing on her.

(c) Mrs. C: is 80. Her husband had Hodgkins disease and also
had a stroke. They had been married for many years and
were very anxious that Mr. C. should be able to stay at
home as long as possible. Mr. C. also became very confused
and incontinent, and Mrs. C. was up day and night with
him and was utterly exhausted herself. The community
nurse came in the mornings and they also had home help
three times a week. Crossroads help meant at least two
nights a week when Mrs. C. could go to bed knowing that
her husband was being cared for and was not alone. The
Care Attendant washed and changed Mr. C. in the mornings
after she had stayed in the house all night, and also made a
simple breakfast for Mrs. C. These basic things meant that
Mrs. C. had her much needed rest, and Mr. C. eventually
died, with dignity, in his own home, which was the simple
wish of the devoted couple.

COhcre doe^ the money

come From?

When they began, in 1973, the organisers of the very first Crossroads
Care Attendant Scheme were equipped with a simple idea and £10,000
provided by ATV. They had to start from scratch, translating that



idea into a workable scheme. The lessons they learned, often from the
mistakes they made, have since been passed on and tested by new
schemes in different areas. So today, a considerable amount of
expertise has been built up, and some basic ground rules have been
laid down.

The hand to mouth existence of the first Rugby Scheme is now part of
history. Crossroads had not then proved its worth; neither the Health
Department nor the Social Services Department would fund it; there

was no national recognition of its value. It took three years for the
picture to change. There is now a national Crossroads Care Attendant

Scheme Trust, mainly funded since 1977 by the Department of Health

and Social Security, which "strongly supports the development of
Crossroads Care Attendant Schemes and regards them as a humane,

effective and comparatively low cost extension of domiciliary care
services." (Reference: Answer to a parliamentary question 7.11.79.
Hansard vol. 973, col. 223.)

Its Director, an ex-community nursing sister, steered the Rugby

Scheme through the first three, formative years, and has subsequently
been closely involved in establishing the new schemes around the
country. The national organisation was set up specifically to advise
and assist the creation and development of new Crossroads Schemes.
The Rugby project was eventually given financial help by Warwickshire
Social Services Department and, more recently, the Health Department
has also assisted, on a smaller scale. In other areas, schemes have been
launched by funds from a statutory authority: i.e. Social Services,
Health or both. Nevertheless the founders of Crossroads feel that each

new'scheme should retain the voluntary status of the original, and have
been encouraged that so many other authorities have seen the value of
their local scheme being funded, and morally supported by, but
administratively separate from, Health and Social Service Departments.

starting a neco scheme

A pattern for starting new schemes has now evolved. In 1979, the
DHSS gave an extra grant to the Trust which enabled them to employ
a Development Officer. Both the Development Officer and the
Director are there to give direct advice and practical help, but for your
guidance, it is useful to outline the general principles:-



(a) Form a Steering Committee:

Membership should include representatives from both Health and
Social Services Departments, and from voluntary organisations,
(nursing sister or community nursing officer, occupational therapist,
physiotherapist, home help organiser, a family practitioner or
community physician, and a consumer voice — a disabled person).

(b) Assess Need

The steering committee should find out which families are in need
of help and decide which geographical area the scheme should cover.
This is essential when applying for funding.

(c) Obtain the Finance

There are various potential sources of central and local government

finance — i.e. local authorities. Social Services Departments, Health
Departments, joint financing, Urban Aid grants. Advice and help with
applications for funds are available from the national office.

(d) Appoint Management Committee

When the application for funds is successful, the steering committee
appoint a Management Committee and the new Scheme becomes fully
affiliated to the national organisation which, apart from enabling them
to benefit from continuing practical help with problems, also covers
them for insurance purposes.

(e) Appoint Co-Ordinator

This is the key person. So far the Co-ordinators have been successfully
recruited from a variety of backgrounds, but they must have
administrative ability, and obviously an understanding of people —
they are dealing with staff and families with problems, professional
and community workers, where barriers often have to be broken
down in order to obtain good working relationships for the successful
running of the Scheme. In order to maintain a personal and individual
approach, all the Schemes are kept intentionally small and the
Co-ordinator's post is a part time one, involving approximately
20 hours per week. When the Co-ordinator has been appointed, one
of the first tasks is to decide which families qualify for help. A Scheme
with £10,000-£15,000 per annum can cope with between 20 and 40
families per week.

(f) Appoint Care Attendants

Care Attendants are recruited through newspaper advertising, as the
number needed and working hours become clear. They are often
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people who have had some basic nursing experience and they must,
of course, have a caring and mature disposition. There is no space
here to give full details of the training of the Care Attendants, but an
essential feature is the introduction of the attendant to the families,

in the home situation, so that they can learn individually the established
pattern of care actually from the disabled person and the carer — a
most important factor which gives peace of mind to the families.

The ^cope of Cro^rocid:>

Because money was strictly limited, the first Rugby Scheme was

confined to one "client group" — i.e. the physically disabled.
Although in theory the Care Attendants could help out with families
caring for the frail elderly, mentally ill or mentally handicapped, as

well as physically disabled. Crossroads decided to concentrate on
"caring for the carers" and included all age groups. Each new
Scheme which becomes affiliated to the national Crossroads Trust

and takes the name of Crossroads has to abide by the objectives,
which are:

1. To relieve stress:

(a) of families or persons responsible for the care of disabled
persons suffering from paraplegia, tetraplegia, multiple
sclerosis or other chronic or disabling illness

(b) exceptionally, in suitable circumstances, of such disabled
persons living alone

2. To avoid admission to hospital or residential care of such
disabled persons should a breakdown or other failure occur
in the household

3. To supplement and complement, not to replace, existing
statutory services and to work closely with them

4. To strive to maintain a high standard of care

Money is always scarce and this is still a major reason for limiting
the scope of new schemes. But it is also felt that the needs of other
groups are likely to be rather different, and there might be difficulties
in running a scheme with a broader scope.



The Crossroads philosophy

To be called a Crossroads Care Attendant Scheme, all new projects
have to comply with the objects, though they are otherwise quite
separate and autonomous. But the Crossroads philosophy can be, and
has been, applied more widely than in the creation of new schemes
with that name. Some enterprising local authorities have applied the
basic principles to caring for the frail elderly as well as for the
disabled. One example is the "Home Carer" project in Hammersmith,
which is run from within the Social Services Department. Other local
authorities have felt that similar schemes should be run as part of
social services and have a two year pilot project from which they can
plan long term for other client groups. One of the exciting features of
Crossroads is the major part played by disabled people themselves in
schemes which are set up outside the statutory authority structure.
So the Crossroads philosophy has a broad application and the national
organisation is very willing to provide whatever advice it can to any
new projects. But, for the reason stated, and to avoid confusion, any
scheme with the name Crossroads should have a structure based on

guidelines issued, and be an affiliated scheme in order to share the
experience and the expertise, and to become part of a national
network of caring with a name which has a special meaning for
disabled people.

The limits oF Crossroads

Although "target figures" are popular with many organisations seeking
to expand. Crossroads is not in a position to estimate the national
need. But it is possible to say that there is certainly scope for many
more schemes, and the need for this special type of care is required
by a large number of disabled people and their families who want to

stay in their own homes as long as possible. For many years
alternatives have been sought to residential care and Crossroads
believe that they are beginning to find one very definite answer. One
point should be made clear. When the first Scheme began it was often
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doubted whether it would be "exportable" to other parts of the
country. In the inner city the lack of "community" would be a
problem; in rural areas, transport difficulties would be too great.
What the spread of Crossroads has shown beyond doubt is that it is
exportable anywhere. There are schemes in big cities and in small rural
areas. None of the schemes required a large organisation, though it
must be efficiently run. Each employs from four to ten Care
Attendants, with an average of about eight, which seems to be an
ideal number. Their impact is much greater than their size would
suggest and they are a good example of health and social services,
voluntary organisations and disabled people and their families working

together.

The Crossroads blueprint

No two Crossroads Schemes are identical, although they are all very

similar. The national organisation is very keen that each Scheme should

develop in its own way, that it should remain autonomous and that
it should be essentially small and manageable.

But there is a great deal of routine drudgery which there is no point in
duplicating every time a new scheme is established. And there is no
point in everyone making the same mistakes over and over again. The
design of job application forms, advertisements, administrative
procedures, work contracts and so on, is necessary but very laborious.
The national organisation can advise on all these matters and can
provide a blueprint for all the basic material.

The facts you need to know about conditions of employment, wage
rates, applications for funds and so on is readily available.

If you want to start a Crossroads Scheme in your area, or simply want
to know more about the way a Care Attendant Scheme could work,
please contact-

Mrs. Pat Osborne, SRN., NCDN.,

Director,

Crossroads Care Attendant Scheme Trust,

11 Whitehall Road,

Rugby, Warks CV21 3AQ
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Appendices
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APPENDIX A

JOB DESCRIPTION - CO-ORDINATOR

Co-ordinator will be accountable to Management Committee and work
closely with national organisation.

Duties to Include:

1. Assessment of amount of help for families requiring a Care Attendant.

2. Arrange monthly rota of visits.

3. Convene meetings (at least monthly) of Care Attendants.

4. Visit families regularly.

5. Compile records and submit reports to Management Committee.

6. Check weekly time sheets submitted by Care Attendants.

7. Give advice as necessary to Care Attendants concerning then work in the homes.

8. Arrange and attend interviews of employment of the Can: Attendants.

9. Promote scheme locally and nationally, by speaking to local organisations and generally
making it known.

10. Attend study days and seminars, where possible, of subjects related to the scheme.
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APPENDIX B

JOB SPECIFICATION - CARE ATTENDANTS

1. Attendants are to provide both nursing assistance and domestic help similar to that which
would normally be provided by the caring relative. In particular they are to relieve members
of the disabled person's family when ill or in need of a holiday. When undertaking these
duties the attendants are responsible to the co-ordinator and work in close collaboration
with the relevant statutory services. Where policy has been agreed with the Health
Authority the care attendant may assist the District Nursing Sister with the nursing care
of disabled persons requiring at least two independent people to assist them.

2. Attendants must report immediately to the Co-ordinator:

(a) any change in the disabled person's condition
(b) any problem that may arise

3. Attendants should ask the person involved what his needs are and listen to his directions

and requests.

4. When necessary the Attendants may be requested to stay overnight in a home.

5. Confidentiality should be respected at all times.

6. Duties - Nursing

(a) Bathing in bed/bathroom/chair.

(b) Care of pressure areas, to prevent sores. This includes turning a paralysed person at
specified intervals when in bed, and helping them to change position when up in chair.

(c) Toilet of hair, nails, mouth and feet. Care of eyes and nose in tetraplegics.

(d) Assisting with the training and care of bowels and bladder and with the management
of incontinence.

(e) Making beds and changing linen when required.

(f) Dressing and undressing disabled persons.'

(g) Helping in and out of bed and/or wheelchair, with hoist if necessary,

(h) Feeding a disabled person who has upper limb paralysis.

7. Duties - Domestic

(a) Keeping the disabled person's room clean and tidy.

(b) Cooking and preparing meals for the family.

(c) Essential laundering.

(d) Essential shopping if required. Receipts for all purchases should be obtained whenever
possible.
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APPENDIX C

Surname

(BLOCK LETTERS)

Address.

(BLOCK LETTERS)

Other Names

Tel No:

Date of Birth

Male/Female

Present Occupation _

Previous Occupation.

__ Car Owner Yes/Nn

Married/Single/Widowed/Divorced (Please delete as appropriate)

Any other relevant facts you would like to give

Can you work any time:-

On week days, i.e. Mon - Fri. between 8.0 a.m. - 8.0 p.m.

On week days, i.e. Mon - Fri. between 8.0 p.m. - 8.0 a.m.

On Saturdays between 8.0 a.m. - 8.0 p.m.

On Saturdays between 8.0 p.m. - 8.0 a.m. (Sunday)

On Sundays between 8.0 a.m. - 8.0 p.m.

On Sundays between 8.0 p.m. - 8.0 a.m. (Monday)

Date on which training if required could commence

Yes/No/Sometimes

Yes/ No/So met imes

Yes/No/Sometimes

Yes/Nb/Sometimes

Yes/No/Sometimes

Yes/No/Sometimes

Two namesand addresses for reference (One to be present employer if in a post now.
Neither should be a relative.)

Completed Application Forms should be sent to:

who will then make an appointment for interview

Sgned Date
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APPENDIX D

CONFIDENTIAL

Name .

Address .

1. How long known to you and in what capacity?.

2. Reliability.

3. Trustworthiness.

4. Physicalfitness

5. Mental fitness .

6. General appearance.

7. Intelligence.

8. Adaptability.

9. Any other comments .

Signed • Date .
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APPENDIX E

CROSSROADS CARE ATTENDANT SCHEME PAY SCALE 1.4.80

Care Attendants:

Holidays:

Two weeks holiday pay based on average hours over previous six months.
(After employment of one year.)

Mileage:

National Volunteer Rate: 15.4 pence per mile.

8 p.m. at standard rate £1.55 per hour

12 m.n. at time and one quarter £1.92 per hour

6 a.m. (a) at standard rate £1.55 per hour

6 a.m. or (b) at half standard rate £0.77 per hour

Saturdays (p.m. only) at time and one half £2.32 per hour
Sundays at time and one half £2.32 per hour

Public holidays at time and one half £2.32 per hour

Hourly rates:

6 a.m. i

8 p.m. - v

12m.n. - i

12 m.n. - i

This pay scale to be used as basis for costing other schemes.
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